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Abstract: In recent years, there's been a renewed interest in renewable energy 'ources due to the
associated environmental problems and eventual shortage or rossil fuels. Wind energy has gained
the most interest of all the renewable energy sources due to the progress in wind related technology
[1,2]. The ability of the doubly-red induction generator (DFIG) to achieve variable speed control
with the reduced cost of converter requirements proves to be extremely attractive far the purpose
of wind generation [JI. The reduction in cost is achieved through the control of the torque-speed
characteristics of the DFIG from the rotor-side. While this system is commercialized, the com
panies have not published details of the control strategies. This paper provides the necessary
background and results to fill the void between the commercial product produced by a company
like Vesta's, and the literature. The hardware setup, simulated results and experimented results are
also presented.
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3. FUNDAMENTALS OF WIND POWER

Wind turbine power depends on both the rotor speed and
wind speed. The captured power is given by the lallowing
equation 14

Due to the economical and environmenlal benefits, Wind
Energy Conversion Systems (WECS) have received tremendous
growth in the past decade, The increased interest in wind
energy has made it necessary to model and experimentally
evaluate entire WECS, so as to attain a better understanding
and to assess the perlarmanee of various systems. This
paper describes a control strategy for a doubly-led induction
generator (DFIG) drive that is in commercial production,
but whose technical details have not been published by the
ma nu raetu reI's.

The relationship between rotor speed and wind speed can be
given by

I. NOME CLATURE

Va, V/o. v, - 3-phase supply voltage (output of variac)
ia, ih, i, - 3-phase supply-side converter input

currents
V/I, \1(1, v". \Ill - 2-axis supply voltage
i/l. i(l. i". ill - 2-axis supply-side converter input currents
T - Torque
L - DC-Link Voltage
.1' - sl ip
t. R - inductance and resistance of supply-side

converter
(j,. (j". (j,. - stator nux, rolor, supply voltage vector

position
0.. - rotor position
(,), - rotor speed
C - DC-Link Capacitance
L. L",. Lr - machine inductances
R" R, - machine resistances

- pole pairs
- nux

.';lIllic('s. Superscripls
.1', I' - stator, rotor
D. Q - IJ-Q ax is
(~. II -(~-II ax is
* - ref'erence valuc

where p
A
V

("

2. I TRaDUCTION

I' = i pC,A V'

mass density of air
area swept by rotor blades
wind speed
non-dimensional power coelTicient

(I)

(2)

where R
Ie
OJ..

wind turbine rotor radius
tip speed ratio
mtor speed
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Power coeffiCient vs lambda for wmd turbine

The non-dimensional, ower coellicient Cp is a function of the
tip-speed ratio A. [4]. Fig. I illustrates a typical Cp versus A.
curve. It isevident from rig. I that formaximum energYGIJ ture.
the maximum power coel1icient and, thus, the optimum tip
speed ratio should be maintained at all wind speeds. The need
to vary the rotor speed in accordance to the wind speed lor
maximum energy capture, establishes the foundation lor the
preferred choice of Variable Speed WECS.

Fig. 2. Variable spccd WECS using a DFIG

5. DESCRIPTION OF THE OVERALL SYSTEM

Wil1d
Turbint:

Wound Rutor
Induction Cil:llcr:lIOr

As shown in Fig. 2, the DFIG system uses an AC-AC converter
in the rotor circuit. Fig. 3 represents a schematic of the veclor
control strategy used for the DFIG system. Field orientated
control (FOC) of the machine is achieved via the rotor-side
converter, which allows lor independent control of torque and
rotor excitation. The supply-side converter is responsible for
maintaining a constant DC-link voltage and control of the
power factor. A DC drive is used to emulate the wind turbine
[6].

responsible for the transrer or power in an induction generator
they are known as doubly-red induction generators (DFIG).
Fig. 2 illustrates a layout of a Variable Speed DFIG WECS
with back-to-back converters in the rotor circuit.
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Fig. I. Powcr cocflicicnt vcrsus tip spccd ratio
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4. VARIABLE SPEED DOUBLY-FED INDUCTIO
GENERATOR FOR A WECS
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There arc essentially two types of WECS - onstant Speed
WECS and the Variable Speed WECS. With Con tant Speed
WECS, the generator is directly connected to the electrical
grid. As a result the speed of the wind turbine is determined
by the grid frequency and varies based only on slip [5]. With
Variable Speed WECS, the wind turbine rotational speed is
allowed to vary so as to extract maximum energy from the
wind turbine [6].

The system operates in two regions;
(I) Sub-synchronous region: the rotor speed lies below
synchronous speed, and the rotor absorbs power from the
grid.
(2) Super-synchronous region: the rotor speed lies above
synchronous speed, and the rotor delivers power to the grid.
The amount or power absorbed and delivered by the rotor is
slip dependant [8].

5./. CO/llrol otlfle S/lflfllr-Side CO/lverler
For variable speed generation, the wound rotor induction
generator proves 10 be ex t remely atlraet ive since the converters
arc located in the rotor circuit, thus reducing the rating and
cost or the converter requirements since they need only
handle the rotor power [7]. When both the stator and rotor arc

I)C

PC-User
Inh:rl~Il.:t:

'--_(1_111_'U_tl_-, E*

The supply-side converter is used to maintain a constant DC
link voltage, regardless or the direction of rotor power flow. A
vector control approach is used, as shown in Fig. 4, whereby
independent control or active and reactive power is achieved.

3 Phase Supply

3¢
V:lr;:IC

Fig. J. Schcmatic or a vcctor conlrol systcl1l 1'01' a doubly-led
induction gencralor using back-to back convcrtcrs
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The DC-link voltage can be controlled via if). The control
scheme thus derives the if) demand from the DC-link voltage
error through a PI controller. The i(} demand is responsible
lor the transfer of reactive power. Once the setpoint 3-phase
currents have been determined, they arc processed by a
hysteresis current controller, which determines the switching
pattern of the IGBT converter.

where 0s represents the stator Ilux position [7]. The OJ,. error is
processed by a PI controller to give the setpoint torque (T*).
The diagram below indicates the complete vector control for
the rotor-side converter using the above formula's to calculate
the stator nux and stator flux angle.

The supply voltage angular position is calculated as

0" = a rcta n [:;,:]

whcre Oe represents the supply voltage vector position [7].

(3)

The stator flux is determined as follows

leaS = I(V", - Rsi"s)dl

!cps = f (lips - R,Jps)dl

The stator nux angle is calculated as follows

0.,. = arctan [),ps],t,s

(6)

(7)

(8)
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I:ig. 4. Schcm<llic or vector conlrollor the supply-side converler

5.2. CII/llrol oj" lite ROlflr-Side CO/lverter

E~
iQ*
------+1

Field orientated control from the rotor-side is achieved in
the synchronously rotating DQ reference frame. The D-axis
is aligned with the stator-nux vector position, which sets the
Q-axis stator-Ilux component to zero. In this way, a decoupled
control between the electrical torque and the magnetic lield is
obtained [7J.

Fig. 5 illustrates the schematic block diagram for the machine
control. io,.* is used to control the rotor excitation, however
assuming that the reactive power to the machine is supplied by
the stator, if), * may beset tozerof7l. The torque is proportional
to leoiQ,., thus once T* is determined via the speed controller,
iQ,.* is calculated (using the above torque equation). The 3
phase current setpoints are then achieved using the correct
transformations, and the desired currents into the machine are
~Ittained via the usc of the hysteresis current controller.

Since

the torque is described as follows

Fig. 5. Schematic of vector control for the rotor-side converter

6. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Fig. 6 shows a picture of the overall experimental system. The
wound rotor induction machinc (WRIM) used is a 2.2kW, 3
Ph, 380Y, 501-lz, 4 pole machine, whose parameters are given
in the Appendix. Two hysteresis current controlled converters
are placed in the rotor circuit, which provides the supply- and
rotor-side control. Extra resistors and chokes are added to the
supply-side converter, which are located between the 3 phase
va riac and the supply-side converter. The ex tra resistors and
inductors added onto the supply-side converter is, R =0.1 n
and L=20mH. The DC-link voltage is maintained at300Y and
the supply-side 3-phase voltage is set to 100Y (i.e output of
the variac). The DC drive used to emulate the wind turbine
consists of a 2.2kW DC machine, which is torque controlled
by an AC-D thyristor converter.
A DS 1104 R&D ontroller Card is used to perform the
computational and control tasks for both converters. Some
of the more important features of the card include the main
processor, which is a MPC 8420, PowerP 603e core with a
250MHz clock frequency. It also consists of 8 ADC channels,
20-bit digital I/O ports and a slave DSP subsystem from Texas
instruments (i.c. DSP TMS 320F240).
The cont roller ca I'd forms pa rt of thc Adva nced on trol

(4 )

(5)P LIII Ie .
3 L, OSIQ,.T=

Ie()S =0
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Fig. 8. Simulation rcsults for the supply-side converter during
invert ing mode
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Fig. 7. Simulation results for the supply-side converter during
rectifying modc

Fig_ 9 shows the dynamic response of the DC-Link voltage
as the speed of the generator is ramped up. A fairly slow
PI controller is used for the supply-side converter since the
response speed of the DC-link vollage is not critical. The
overshoot docs not surpass 305Y for the faslest change in
speed.

Fig. 6. Experimental setup in the laboratory

Educational Kit and is fully programmable rrom the Matlab
Simulink block diagram environment, provided that the real
time interface software, supplied by dDSPACE, is installed.
This software translates the simulink model into equivalent
C-code lor processing by the board. Although this doesn't
prove to be the most efficient means of control, it docs allow
lor rapid testing or control prototypes. The card may also
be programmed directly from -code, making the card as
efficient as any other processor. The AC Kit also consists
or an experimental sort ware package ( ontrolDesk) which
allows for real-time conlrol of the system. The kit essentially
upgrades a Pinto a development system for rapid control
prololyping.
The converters used arc standard 100A commercial IGBT
inverters. The inverters arc switched at a maximum frequency
of 5kHz during the simulated and experimental tests, due to
the computational ability of the controller card. However,
this switching frequency employed in the prototype confirms
that the control techniques can be extended to higher power
levels.

7. SIM LATIO RESULTS
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Fig. 9. Simulated DC-Link voltage lor operation through
synchronous speed
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The DC-link voltage is maintained at 300Y while the converter
is connected to a IOOY supply. The diagrams below indicate the
ability of the supply-side converter 10 allow for bidirectional
power now. Figs 7 and 8 indicate the supply voltages and
currents for one of the phases. These results were attained,
with iQ* set to zero. Fig. 7 shows a phase displacement of
00 between the phase voltages and phase currents lor the
converter operating in rectifying mode. corresponding to sub
synchronous operation. Fig. 8 shows a phase displacement
of 1800 between phase voltages and phase currents for the
converter operating in inverting mode, corresponding to
super-synchronous operation.
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7. 2. Rotor-side cOl/verier

The simulation results indicate the generator operating at
speeds 25'}';, below (1120rpm) and 25'}';, above (1880rpm)
the synchronous speed at a constant Torque of 7Nm. Fig.
10 shows a speed profile of the DFIG as it is ramped up in
speed from I 120rpm to I880rpm over 5 seconds, through the
synchronous speed. Fig. II shows the rotor phase currents
when passing through the synchronous speed.
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I:ig. 13. Power delivered by the rotor during super-synchronous
operation

8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

8. I. SlIppll'-sirle COl/perter

Figs 12 and 13 illustrate thc bi-directional power Ilow
capabilities of the rotor during sub-synchronous and super
synchronous operation. If the stator gcncrates I p.u. at a slip .1',

the power delivcrcd by the rotor is s p.u. (neglecting losses).
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t:ig. 14. Experimental results for the supply-side converter during
rectifying mode

The experimental result, shown below were attained from
similar conditions and tests as that of the simulations. The
DC-Link voltage is maintained at 300V, while the variac is
kept at 100Y. Figs 14 and 15 show the supply voltages and
currents lor a single phase, during sub- and super-synchronous
generation. The 00 and 1800 phase displacement between the
phase voltages and currents for the two respective modes are
again evident, as with the simulations,
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i"ig. II. Rotor phase current response for oper,ltion through syn
ch ronous speed
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inverting mode
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Fig. 16 shows the dynamic response of the experimcntal DC
Link voltage for a ramp up in generator speed. The usc of
the slow PI controller is evident by the slow response of the
voltage to track the set point voltage of 300V.
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Fig. 18. Rotor phase currcnt responsc for opcration through syn
chronous specd

Fig. 16. Experimcnlal DC-Link voltagc lor operation through
synchronous spccd
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Figs 19 and 20 show the power delivered by the rotor during
sub- and super-synchronous operation. The bi-directional
capabilities or the system is once again evident, however the
losses are greater than predicted by the simulations.

8.2. ROlor-side cO//I'erler

Numerous tests were performed in both steady state and
transient conditions, to test the performance of the rotor
side converter. The results shown below show the generator
operating at 25'1., below (1120rpm) and 25% above (1880rpm)
the synehronous speed, at a eonstant torque of 7Nm. This is
identical to the conditions under which the simulations were
performed.

Fig. 17 shows the speed response of the generator as the
speed is ramped up from 1120q m (sub-synchronous speed)
to 1880rpm (super-synchronous speed) over 5s. The system
requires approximately 4 seconds for the gcncrator to stabilise
at 1880rpm, unlikc thc immediate clamping or the simulated
results. This is contributed to certain non-ideal conditions,
which the simulations do not take into account. Fig. 18
displays the rotor phase currents as the generator passes
through synchronous speed.

Fig. 19. Power delivcrcd by the rotor sub-synchronous operation
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9 CONCLUSIONS

The paper has described the vector control strategy for a
doubly-fed wind energy drive, with vector control from lhe
rotor-side. The results attained for the system have been
shown and discussed. They show the system operating under
various steady state and transient conditions. The DFIG
system was simulated so as to validate the control strategies
and operation of the experimental system. The supply-side
converter was shown to control the DC-link voltage and the
reactive power !low while the rotor-side converter was shown
to control the speed of the generator, with the usc of a PI
controller. The bi-directional power !low capabilities of the
drive were also shown as the generator operated within the
sub-synch ronous and su per-synch ronous regions. This pa per
lills the void in the literature by describing mathematically and
experimentally verifying a commercial product, thus allowing
further research from the comlllunity.
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II. APPENDICES

WOlllld rotor inductioll /l/achill!' mtillgs:

Rated Power = 2.2kW
Rated Voltage =380V
Rated current = 4A
Speed at rated power = 1375 rpm

Stator connection = wye
Rotor connection = wye
Pole pairs = 2
R, = 6.60
R,=4.610
L = 0.44591-1
L, = 0.44591-1
L",=0.41781-1


